WA-50 Wireless Audio Transmitter/Receiver System
Add wireless capability to
any unit in your system—
instantly!

You love the deep, impactful bass that an Atlantic powered subwoofer adds to your
home entertainment system. But you wish there was a way to do away with the
unsightly 20-ft long signal cable that connects your subwoofer to the receiver halfway
across the room.
Now there is, with the Atlantic Technology WA-50 Wireless Audio System.
The WA-50 connects your subwoofer to your receiver or processor wirelessly, with a
simple-to-use, inconspicuous transmitter-receiver system.
Perfect for any home entertainment system, the WA-50 has a range of up to 50
meters; 100 meters if it’s line-of-sight. It’s a full-range audio device, and will accurately
transmit the full frequency range of the original signal.
Best of all, with the WA-50, the sound is CD-quality, with no interference or delay and
easy plug-and-play functionality—no software needed!

Product Information Sheet

WA-50 Wireless Audio Transmitter/Receiver System
The WA-50 lets you
have multiple wireless
subwoofers by simply
adding additional WA50-r receivers and
setting them to the
same “zone” as the
WA-50-t transmitter.

A/V Receiver

Subwoofer 1

USB for PC Connectivity and Power

Subwoofer 2

Select zones for up to 3 diescrete systems

Send Full-Bandwidth Stereo—Wirelessly!

Simple 1/8” phono input/output

You can also send audio program
content wirelessly from your computer
(PC or Mac) to your home entertainment
system by using the supplied USB
cable and connecting the WA-50-t to
your computer and connecting the WA50-r to your receiver or AV processor.
Imagine—the Internet radio (or any
other computer-based audio program)
that you enjoy on your computer,
now sent wirelessly to your high-end
entertainment system!

Specifications

High-quality micro-circuitry allows the
WA-50 to have a tiny footprint

Atlantic Technology is a registered trademark of Atlantic Technology
International. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Dimensions: (WxHxD): 1½ x 3¼ x ¾”
38.1 x 82.6 x 19mm
Wireless full CD quality sound
Robust and dedicated network for your audio
Easy setup, get wireless music in seconds
Wireless range up to 50 m.; 100 m in line of sight
No interference or delays
Time delay max 10ms

Works with both Mac & PC
Plug’n play - No software needed
Flexible multi-zone functionality
RF band: 2.4GHz
Dedicated proprietary protocol
USB 2.0 interface
SNR: 93dB
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